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ESSAY 
For the purpose of this Recommended Practice, Application Essay means written 

work required as part of an application, e.g. a personal statement, statement of 

purpose, essay, Q&A, research proposal, short & long abstracts, email and sample 

academic paper. 

 

CRITIQUING 

OBJECTIVE: 

- Commenting. An advisee obtains comments on the structure and content of 

the Application Essay from a perspective of an admissions reader.  

- Editing. An advisee uses the comments from an advisor to edit the 

Application Essay. 

- Second Reading. After the first editing, an advisee can have the edited 

Application Essay reviewed again by the same advisor to make sure that the 

Application Essay is edited in accordance with the comments given. 

 

RECOMMENDED PRACTICES: 

- Advices should be given on a best-efforts basis. 

- You should carefully read an advisee’s CV, transcripts and other given 

information, and analyze the advisee’s profiles such that you can have ideas 

of: 

 Profiles of the advisee in the areas of, for example, intellectual influence, 

academic background, experience, and career goal. 

 Additional information to be obtained to give better analysis, e.g. reasons 

of the advisee in deciding to pursue this particular area of study or other 

interesting information about the advisee that is not disclosed in the 

documents and profiles given. 
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- You should successfully build trust and establish a good rapport with the 

advisee. 

- While we strongly believe it is best for you to personalize your styles of giving 

advice or comment, it is recommended that you also study the suggestion, 

guidance and samples provided in books on guidelines for universities 

application processes.  

- Advisor should be familiar with types of the Application Essays required by 

the school the advisee is applying to, and should, on a yearly basis, keep 

himself/herself updated in case the school’s requirement changes. 

- You should be mindful that the Application Essay submitted might be an early 

draft. As such, there potentially are errors (e.g. mechanical and grammatical) 

or the language used might be less than refined. In that case, you should let 

the advisee know that he/she needs to fix those problems. 

- For the first-time editing, it is recommended that the draft Application Essay 

be reviewed from the perspective of an admissions reader (i.e. asking yourself 

how the reader will respond to this sentence?). You should also assist the 

advisee in verifying mistakes and errors and bring them to the advisee’s 

attention, which include: 

 The advisee does not fully or correctly answer the questions asked in the 

Application Essay or does not carefully follow the instruction given; 

 The draft Application Essay contains misspellings or inconsistent style; 

 The Application Essay seems to be a recycling material written for other 

schools or programs; 

 The Application Essay is too generic for advisee fails to individualize 

himself/herself in the Application Essay or the advisee does not go deep 

into personal details; 

 The Application Essay is too long; or 

 The Application Essay cannot get the message across to the reader, as it 

should. 

You should primarily give detailed advices by pointing out weak points, 

strong points, what can be improved, how to improve (such as the outline, 

idea, theme, structure, relevance, language or clarity). The advices should be 

in the form of guidance notes for the advisee to further modify or improve 

through the advisee’s efforts.  
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- For the second reading (if an advisee buy this service), you should assist the 

advisee to make sure that the draft Application Essay is edited in accordance 

with your prior comment and suggestion. On this basis, it should take lesser 

time than your first editing. You may make further comment and suggestion, 

which you did not make in the first editing but these should not result in a 

material change to the content or cause the advisee to start over. However, if 

you see that the advisee did not edit the draft in accordance with your prior 

comment or suggestion and for the benefit of the advisee, the draft should be 

so edited, you should make a note to remind the advisee with reference to the 

relevant comment previously given. 

- A mark-up or track-change feature in a word processor program can be used 

for the purposes of commenting or making note, but You should be careful 

that the advices given are not just to check, verify or reorganize the grammar 

or language in the Application Essay (this should be covered by the Polishing 

service).  

- As originality is considered one of the most important elements for a 

successful Application Essay, your critiques should not cause the advisee to 

start the essay over.  

- You should make a critique using proper, professional language with correct 

grammar.  

- Respect and protect advisee’s confidentiality. All materials and information 

given by each advisee must be kept strictly confidential. Sharing any part of 

the confidential information will be deemed a violation of both our internal 

rules and the Law. 
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POLISHING 

OBJECTIVE: 

- An advisee gets a grammar-error free and well-organized Application Essay 

before submitting to the targeted institution(s). 

 

RECOMMENDED PRACTICES: 

- Advices should be given on a best-efforts basis. 

- You should successfully build trust and establish a good rapport with advisee. 

- An advisor should have a high degree of proficiency in English to point out 

and rectify all misspellings and grammatical errors in the Application Essay. 

- Originality is priority. You should keep the advisee’s style and pattern of 

writing unless the original writing communicates ineffectively.  

- Sentence/Paragraph reorganization is allowed to the extent that the original 

meaning of the sentence/paragraph is maintained. 

- A mark-up or track-change feature in a word processor program can be used 

for the purposes of commenting or making note. 

- Respect and protect advisee’s confidentiality. All materials and information 

given by each advisee must be kept strictly confidential. Sharing any part of 

the confidential information will be deemed a violation of both our internal 

rules and the Law. 

 

 


